Multiple myeloma (MM) is an incurable malignant neoplasm hallmarked by a clonal expansion of plasma cells, the presence of a monoclonal protein in the serum and/or urine (M-spike), lytic bone lesions, and end organ damage. Clinical outcomes for patients with MM have improved greatly over the last decade as a result of the re-purposing of compounds such as thalidomide derivatives, as well as the development of novel chemotherapeutic agents including first and second generation proteasome inhibitors, bortezomib (Bz) and carfilzomib. Unfortunately, despite these improvements, the majority of patients relapse following treatment. While Bz, one of the most commonly used proteasome inhibitors, has been successfully incorporated into clinical practice, some MM patients have de novo resistance to Bz, and the majority of the remainder subsequently develop drug resistance following treatment. A significant gap in clinical care is the lack of a reliable clinical test that would predict which MM patients have or will subsequently develop Bz resistance. Thus, as Bz resistance remains a significant challenge, research efforts are needed to identify novel biomarkers of early Bz resistance, particularly when an early therapeutic intervention can be initiated. Recent advances in MM research indicate that genomic data can be extracted to identify novel biomarkers that can be utilized to select more effective, personalized treatment protocols for individual patients. Computationally integrating large patient databases with data from whole transcriptome profiling and laboratory-based models can potentially revolutionize our understanding of MM disease mechanisms. This systems-wide approach can provide rational therapeutic targets and novel biomarkers of risk and treatment response. In this review, we discuss the use of high-content datasets (predominantly gene expression profiling) to identify novel biomarkers of treatment response and resistance to Bz in MM.
Introduction

Translational bioinformatics and biomarkers
Personalized medicine is often discussed in the context of evaluating genetic variation as a way to better diagnose, evaluate, or effectively treat an individual patient (1) . The analysis of biomarkers can provide an indication of biological action and is essential to understanding complex disease states. In
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International Publisher many areas of medicine, biomarkers aid in early diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment selection. Current standards of care are influenced by past research, experience, and existing hospital protocols and practices. In many cases, establishment of new standards of care may be improved by the utilization of genetic data.
Utilizing translational informatics and applying genetic data to patient care has a variety of benefits such as improved treatment efficacy, increased patient safety, and reduced cost. This process may also have the potential to accelerate drug development by reducing the occurrence of unexpected safety concerns or difficulty determining efficacy in clinical trials (2) . Biomarkers derived from genomic and other data can be utilized to select more effective treatment protocols (3) . These interventions could benefit patients with increases in the quality of life, overall survival, and progression-free survival.
An example of how a personalized genomics approach may surpass the traditional clinical practices can be applied to the treatment of multiple myeloma (MM) . This review will illustrate the above by focusing on the application of translational bioinformatics and genomic biomarker utilization to improve treatment strategies in MM. More specifically, this review will address how gene expression profiling (GEP) can be applied to address the clinical challenge of bortezomib (Bz) resistance that frequently develops when patients undergo treatment for MM.
Biomarker Development
Research and data analysis for biomarker development can be divided into 4 general stages (Figure 1 ). In the discovery and qualification phases, biomarkers are identified from cell lines and animal models, and they are associated with the condition of interest. The verification and validation stages involve utilizing cell lines as well as primary human data to assess the specificity of candidate biomarkers, as well as establish overall sensitivity and specificity. As research progresses from discovery to validation of biomarkers, the number of samples to be analyzed will increase as the number of analytes of interest are narrowed. GEP analysis yields a large amount of data and lends to the utility of translational informatics methods to extract information and provide insight. Current research makes use of these data to determine related genes that may become potential targets for future research. Murine and human cell lines are utilized to identify possible biomarkers of interest through large GEP screens, and in vivo studies are conducted using mouse models. Candidate markers are determined and can be validated further through primary human data, such as retrospective and prospective clinical studies as part of biomarker discovery and validation. The addition of next-generation sequencing data and miRNA profiling information may allow for more comprehensive predictive models when combined with GEP (4).
Multiple Myeloma
MM, a fatal malignancy of plasma cells in the bone marrow, is diagnosed in greater than 22,000 adults in the U.S. annually (5) with a median age at diagnosis of approximately 70 years (6) . The incidence rate of MM among African Americans is approximately twice as high in comparison to European Americans (7, 8) . MM is hallmarked by a proliferation of clonal, malignant plasma cells that expand predominantly in the bone marrow. The malignant plasma cells accumulate in the marrow and other sites and aberrantly secrete monoclonal immunoglobulins, commonly referred to as an "M spike." Detection, quantification, and identification of the monoclonal protein are performed by protein electrophoresis and immunofixation. Serum M-spike concentrations are used to monitor disease burden.
Accumulation of malignant plasma cells in the bone marrow results in bone marrow dysfunction leading to anemia and other cytopenias. Proliferation of these myeloma cells in the bone marrow can stimulate osteoclasts to resorb bone and form lytic lesions leading to hypercalcemia. Furthermore, the secreted monoclonal proteins can deposit and damage other tissues, such as the kidneys and can frequently lead to renal failure. Moreover, the excess protein production can lead to hyperviscosity syndrome, manifested by bleeding, blurry vision, heart failure, and neurologic symptoms.
The diagnosis of MM requires documentation of malignant plasma cells in addition to evidence of end organ damage by the malignant cell. These criteria are defined by hyperCalcemia, Renal failure, Anemia, and Bone lesions; these are sometimes described utilizing the mnemonic CRAB (9) . The presence of an M-spike in the absence of end organ damage or plasmacytoma is insufficient for the diagnosis of MM and is defined as smoldering myeloma (SMM) or monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) depending on the percentage of bone marrow plasma cells.
Conventional and molecular cytogenetic and genomic profiling have been instrumental in advancing the understanding of MM pathogenesis (10) and providing a method of risk stratification. Hyperdiploidy, characterized by gains of odd-numbered chromosomes (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 19 and 21) , is generally associated with a more favorable prognosis (11, 12) . Non-hyperdiploid karyotypes are frequently characterized by translocations involving the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus at 14q32. Common partners include 11q13 (CCND1), 6p21 (CCND3), 16q23 (MAF), 20q12 (MAFB and 4p16 (FGFR3, MMSET), and with the exception of t(11;14)(q13;q32), these karyotypes are frequently associated with a poor prognosis (12) . Common secondary aberrations include monosomy 13, deletion of 17p13 (TP53) and gains/losses of chromosome 1 (12) .
Treatment of MM is complex and may include a variety of chemotherapeutic agents with multiple mechanisms of action. While a majority of patients initially respond to therapy, most patients eventually relapse or progress with treatment-refractory disease. Thus, translational bioinformatics can be potentially utilized (including gene expression profiling, oligonucleotide and SNP microarray and next generation sequencing) to look at mechanisms of drug resistance and create new diagnostic testing to improve outcomes and treatment strategies in MM.
Multiple Myeloma Treatment Overview
Within the past decade there has been an emergence of novel agents in the treatment of MM. Patients with SMM or MGUS are generally not treated, as early treatment has not been determined to increase survival or prevent onset of symptomatic MM (13) . Because these conditions can progress to MM, patients with SMM or MGUS are monitored closely. MM patients are initially treated with a cocktail of agents aimed at inducing remission or optimal disease control. With the inclusion of modern agents in MM treatment, there are numerous protocols that are appropriate for initial therapy. All medically fit patients are considered for autologous stem cell transplant after medical therapy.
Selection of an initial treatment protocol relies on patient factors such as age, co-morbidities, and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status, as well as disease factors such as tumor burden and molecular features. Tumor burden is assessed by factors such as lytic bone disease, anemia, hypercalcemia, and serum concentration of the monoclonal protein. Karyotyping and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for a panel of MM-associated abnormalities is performed to identify prognostically-relevant chromosomal abnormalities, and patients with high risk molecular features are treated with Bz-based protocols. These protocols often incorporate a steroid and may also include a traditional cytotoxic agent (such as cyclophosphamide). Patients with very high-risk molecular features may be treated with a combination of Bz, lenalidomide, and steroid. Patients who are not candidates for stem cell transplant can be treated with stem cell-toxic agents such as melphalan.
After medical therapy, autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplant (auto-HCT) is the standard of care for all patients who meet the age criteria and have adequate organ function, performance status, and minimal co-morbidities. Allogeneic stem cell transplant is currently reserved for investigational use, as this modality has not been associated with improved survival in previous clinical trials of MM patients (14) . This approach is not curative, but has been demonstrated to increase overall survival in MM (15) .
Current treatment regimens for MM utilize immunomodulatory drugs (IMiDs) which are structural and functional analogs of thalidomide. The mechanism of action of thalidomide in the treatment of MM is based on its ability to enhance the immune system causing apoptosis of neoplastic cells by down-regulating anti-apoptotic pathways (16) . Other second-generation IMiDs such as lenalidomide (most commonly used IMiD) and pomalidomide are derivatives of thalidomide that have more favorable toxicity and efficacy profiles and exert different effects on the immune system. Proteasome inhibitors were introduced for the treatment of MM in the last decade and represent one of the newest classes of agents. Proteasome inhibitors block the ability of the proteasomal complex to degrade misfolded, damaged, or polyubiquitinated proteins. As MM cells are highly dependent on proteasome-homeostatic pathways (16) , inhibition of the proteasome complex initiates a terminal unfolded protein response in MM cells (17) .
Bz is the first proteasome inhibitor to be widely used in the treatment of MM. Bz inhibits the PSMB5 subunit of the proteasome and is commonly used in combination with melphalan, dexamethasone, and thalidomide derivatives (18) .
The development and utilization of Bz in combination with other medications has increased survival time and improved patient outcomes. However, despite the high response rate to Bz, most patients eventually develop resistance or intolerance to Bz (23, 24) and nearly 20-30% of patients have innate or de novo resistance to Bz (primary refractory disease) (24, 25) . While there remains no established standard treatment for patients who are Bz resistant (26) , treatment of relapsed/refractory MM has included the use of alkylating agents, anthracyclines and corticosteroids. Other modalities now include transplant and the use of immunomodulatory drugs and other second-generation proteasome inhibitors such as carfilzomib which has some activity in 15% of Bz-refractory patients (27) . For patients who were initially sensitive to Bz, response rates when re-treated with Bz may be as low as 23% (28) . Furthermore, once patients develop resistance to Bz, their prognosis is often poor. Therefore, additional research is needed dedicated to discovering biomarker and genetic profiling techniques that can improve clinical decision-making in patients with refractory disease. Recent studies have attempted to distinguish patients who will respond to Bz or those who will develop resistance following initial treatment. Additional studies are aimed to identify novel chemotherapeutic options to overcome resistance.
Clinical Implications
Evaluation of resistance
Currently, there are no available testing options to measure emerging Bz resistance. However, recent studies identifying novel biomarkers of Bz resistance may indicate a potential mechanism of resistance and even suggest novel therapeutic strategies for overcoming acquired and de novo resistance (23) .
Translational bioinformatics methods, such as mining GEP databases, can be used to derive novel markers of tumor classification and relate gene expression profiles to clinical outcome and chemotherapeutic response (29) . Bioinformatics analysis of large databases of patient data, when coupled with advances in genetic analysis of animal and human model systems, promises to accelerate our understanding of MM disease mechanisms. Such a comprehensive understanding can promote the development of therapeutic approaches and biomarkers of risk and treatment response. Gene expression signatures can be used to predict differences in patient outcomes (30, 31) , and these methods have the potential for therapeutic stratification of MM. Indeed, GEP has already been shown to provide prognostic/predictive information to patients and clinicians at the time of diagnosis (32).
Methods
References selected for inclusion in the evaluation of recent research were clinical research studies, including data mining analyses, conducted between 2008 and 2014. Studies were located by searching the following terms: profiling bortezomib resistance myeloma, bortezomib resistance myeloma, bortezomib myeloma, myeloma biomarkers clinical trial, genomics myeloma, and myeloma treatment. The following databases were utilized: PubMed, Google Scholar, Web of Science, and PLOS ONE. Studies were selected for inclusion based on methodology including model type, data evaluation method, and significance of analysis related to genomic profiling of Bz refractory MM. Ongoing clinical studies were determined from http://www.clinicaltrials.gov utilizing the search terms: bortezomib and refractory myeloma. Trials were classified as open, of known status, and were conducted in the US.
Biomarker Application to Identify Bortezomib Resistance and Develop Treatment Strategies
Recent Research
Ri, et al (33) , evaluated acquired Bz resistance through the utilization of two Bz resistant human cell lines and identified mutations of the PSMB5 gene (33) suggesting that some MM cells may acquire Bz resistance by the suppression of apoptotic signals through the inhibition of unfolded protein accumulation and stress. While these mutations were seen in cell lines, additional studies sequencing primary human MM samples have not identified PSMB5 mutations (34) indicating that mutation of the Bz target molecule is not a frequent mechanism of Bz resistance.
Leung-Hagesteijn, et al (35) recently studied the role of the XBP1(S) protein in human MM and its role in Bz resistance. Looking specifically at primary human MM samples, they found that while the majority of the plasma cells express XBP1(S), there are minor subpopulations of XBP1(S)-negative pre-plasmablasts and CD20-positive B cell progenitors present in the marrow of MM patients. Moreover, the XBP1(S) subpopulations were persistent in Bz resistant patients (35) . The researchers were able to show that XBP1 is not required for MM tumor cell survival (in contrast to other prior reports), but is only necessary for secretory maturation; XBP1's absence therefore likely plays a role in proteasome inhibitor resistance by decreasing the endoplasmic reticulum burden and affecting the unfolded protein response (35) .
To identify genes associated with poor prognosis in MM, gene regulatory networks of the combined GEP from publically available whole-genome transcriptional profiling data from seven separate MM datasets were fully interrogated (10) . Critical network analysis demonstrated that CCND1 and CCND2 were the most critical genes associated with poor prognosis and this information was used to build restricted gene models that can predict prognosis.
Zhu, et al (31) , conducted a study utilizing RNAi screening approaches to identify modifiers of Bz sensitivity. Three genes were identified which when silenced, were not cytotoxic, but promoted inhibitory effects of Bz. Small molecular inhibitors of CDK5 were found to synergize with Bz and induce cytotoxicity of myeloma cells (primary and cell lines). CDK5 regulation of proteasome subunit PSMB5 was determined to be a potential route to Bz sensitization (31) .
In a recent study by Stessman, et al (30) , investigators used GEP to identify genes associated with Bz resistance. This study utilized murine and human model systems to generate Bz sensitive and resistant cell lines and these cell lines were then compared using GEP to generate a gene pattern that would create a signature of sensitivity and resistance. This gene signature was used in conjunction with the connectivity map database (CMAP), a genomic database linking gene patterns associated with disease and drug treatment, to genetically predict which drugs Bz resistant cells could be subsequently sensitive to (30) .
In a second study by Stessman, et al, (23) a murine MM model system was used to discover immunophenotypic signatures associated with Bz sensitivity and resistance (both acquired and innate/de novo). Specifically, in this model system, Bz resistant cell lines had genotypic and immunophenotypic features characteristic of less differentiated plasma cells including loss of surface markers CD93 and CD69; these may indicate a mechanism for Bz resistance by loss of plasma cell maturation. By querying a database of GEP data from human subjects enrolled in a phase 3 clinical trial, it was determined that CD93 expression in primary samples is associated with BLIMP-1 expression in human MM and predicts improved survival. To support the hypothesis that dedifferentiation was associated with resistance, induction of differentiation with the use of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) not only induced expression of PC maturation markers but also restored Bz sensitivity suggesting the possibility that reversing resistance by promoting plasma cell maturation prior to Bz treatment in refractory MM could be an effective treatment approach (23) . Investigation of other similar approaches such as the use of CpG-oligodeoxynucleotides could be investigated as a mechanism for restoring Bz sensitivity; similar strategies have been employed for the treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
The third study by Stessman, et al (36) demonstrated that decreased expression of CXCR4, a cell surface marker with increased expression in plasma cells, was associated with Bz resistance. GEP data from Bz treated human MM patients identified decreased CXCR4 gene expression conferred a worse prognosis suggesting the possibility that CXCR4 can be used as a diagnostic biomarker to predict clinical outcomes in MM patients treated with Bz (36).
Fernandez de Larrea, et al (37) , explored the role of DNA methylation of 30 genes in the bone marrow of 75 patients with relapsed MM treated with Bz correlating methylation patterns with overall survival. Lower levels of NFKB1 methylation and a higher methylated global genome was associated with longer overall survival in patients that had received Bz treatment. These results represent the potential clinical use of methylation status in the prognosis of relapsed MM in patients treated with Bz (37). Additionally, Kaiser et al (38) , analyzed combined DNA methylation and GEP data to identify epigenetically repressed tumor suppressor genes related to MM prognosis. Hypermethylation on critical genes may impact response to therapy and this assessment of DNA methylation could provide a clinically useful tool for risk stratification and personalized treatment selection in myeloma.
Genetic heterogeneity in MM may also be implicated in Bz resistance and MM prognosis. The importance of heterogeneity analysis has been demonstrated as related to individualized treatment decisions (39), as well as prognostic stratification and assessment of response to treatment (7) . The clonal heterogeneity in primary human MM samples was recently further characterized by whole-exome sequencing and single-cell genetic analysis (40) . Using this approach, the researchers were able to show that at presentation, MM patients harbor two to six different major clones, which are related by linear and branching phylogenies (40) .
Strategies for the Treatment of Bortezomib Resistant MM
The development of clinically relevant biomarkers for Bz resistant MM has been a challenge due to the variation and complexity of chromosomal abnormalities in this condition (there is no pathognomonic genetic "hit"). Novel biomarkers are being explored for their potential to impact treatment decisions utilizing a data-driven and personalized approach to care. They may lead to a change in current treatment protocols and result in a more personalized and effective approach to patient care. Current studies within the translational pipeline include determining whether CXCR4 and other biomarkers can identify Bz sensitivity and resistance in MM patients. Impact of global and gene-specific DNA methylation pattern in relapsed multiple myeloma patients treated with bortezomib Combination of highly methylated global genome with low NFkB1 methylation status defined a specific subset of patients with better prognosis Kaiser et al, 2013 Global methylation analysis identifies prognostically important epigenetically inactivated tumor suppressor genes in multiple myeloma
Assessment of DNA methylation of certain genes could provide a clinically useful tool for risk determination and individualized treatment selection in MM Lohr et al, 2014
Widespread genetic heterogeneity in multiple myeloma: Implications for targeted therapy Heterogeneity analysis displays clinical utility for treatment decisions
Bolli et al, 2013
Heterogeneity of genomic evolution and mutational profiles in multiple myeloma
The heterogeneity of the MM genome may impact prognosis stratification treatment approach and assessment of treatment response
There is no standardized treatment approach for Bz refractory MM. While several approaches have been studied, attempts to identify molecular targets that can provide insight into the mechanism behind resistance is critically needed. For example, one potential strategy suggests that promoting malignant plasma cell maturation prior to Bz treatment could reverse resistance (23); however, while this approach has been successful in experimental systems, efficacy in clinical trials has not yet been studied.
Another potential option to overcome resistance Bz is the addition of another chemotherapeutic agent in conjunction to Bz treatment. For example, signaling through the IGF-1/IGF-1R axis contributes to acquired resistance and suggested that combining Bz with IGF-1R inhibitors could be a strategy to prevent or overcome Bz resistance (41) .
Treatment with panobinostat is an option currently under investigation to overcome Bz resistance. PANORAMA 2 is a phase II clinical trial of panobinostat in combination with Bz and dexamethasone to treat relapsed and Bz-refractory MM (42) . Panobinostat is a pan-deacetylase inhibitor that works with Bz to inhibit the aggresome and proteasome pathways (43) . A 35.4% response rate was observed in this study with a clinical benefit rate of 52.7%. This combination is also being studied in a phase 3 trial, PANORAMA 2 (42) . This was further supported by preclinical research models that predicted that panobinostat could be helpful in some Bz resistant MM cell lines (30) .
The strategies discussed above suggest that the utilization of data-driven technologies has the potential to improve treatment selection and efficacy in MM. These techniques require bioinformatics methods to extract clinically relevant information from vast amounts of genomic data, as well as to determine which data are helpful to collect prospectively and utilize in future biomarker research.
Clinical Trials
Currently, there are 37 open clinical trials investigating treatment resistant MM in the United States ( Table 2 ). The majority of studies focus on the combination of Bz and other chemotherapeutic agents as a way to treat patients with relapsed and refractory MM.
Conclusion and Future Directions
MM is generally considered an invariably fatal disease, and the incidence of drug resistance to Bz in MM is a significant problem that can be improved by defining and utilizing more specific and clinically useful biomarkers. Current strategies for novel genotypic and/or immunophenotypic biomarker development are in the early stages of development and validation, but there are several promising markers to predict Bz resistance. Ideally, early detection of Bz resistance could lead to an effective therapeutic intervention. Among the clinical trials currently underway, many focus on the development of additional medications that would work synergistically with Bz to achieve a treatment effect. Translational informatics has the potential to improve treatment strategies for malignancies such as MM by evaluating large datasets of genetic findings that could provide insight into differing treatment effects between patients. This evaluation and utilization of clinically relevant biomarkers has the potential to change the way MM is treated by moving towards a personalized and evidence-based approach. Recent research into the development of a diagnostic procedure to determine if a patient will be responsive to treatment has demonstrated that this may soon be a possibility (23) . However, there is still a need for further clinical studies comparing the use and combination of medications in refractory and relapsed MM as well as defining similarities and differences between de novo and acquired resistance. It is also likely that the integration of laboratory results into patient EHR systems could improve care and provide valuable data, especially in relation to research centered on relapsed or refractory MM (44) . Overall, future research is needed with a focus on the verification and validation of the potential biomarkers that have been determined by the previously discussed variety of genomic profiling studies.
MM treatment options as well as clinical outcomes have improved greatly over the last decade due to the introduction of novel chemotherapeutic agents such as Bz. However, there is variation in the treatment or evaluation for resistant/refractory MM. Bioinformatics methods have been used to analyze high complexity data sets, such as GEP, and have provided important insights into the pathophysiology of Bz resistance as well as potential biomarkers to predict treatment response. Further biomarker development and validation may change the way in which refractory and relapsed MM is treated. The progression and availability of genomics and proteomics has increased our ability to identify new biomarkers for diagnosis, classification, and treatment stratification in MM.
